Sox2 acts in a dose-dependent fashion to regulate proliferation of cortical progenitors.
Organ formation and maintenance depends on slowly self-renewing stem cells that supply an intermediate population of rapidly dividing progenitors, but how this proliferative hierarchy is regulated is unknown. By performing genome-wide single-cell and functional analyses in the cortex, we demonstrate that reduced Sox2 expression is a key regulatory signature of the transition between stem cells and rapidly dividing progenitors. In stem cells, Sox2 is expressed at high levels, which enables its repression of proproliferative genes, of which Cyclin D1 is the most potent target. Sox2 confers this function through binding to low-affinity motifs, which facilitate the recruitment of Gro/Tle corepressors in synergy with Tcf/Lef proteins. Upon differentiation, proneural factors reduce Sox2 expression, which derepresses Cyclin D1 and promotes proliferation. Our results show how concentration-dependent Sox2 occupancy of DNA motifs of varying affinities translates into recruitment of repressive complexes, which regulate the proliferative dynamics of neural stem and progenitor cells.